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INTRODUCTION TO EMAIL BROADCASTING
Email remains a cornerstone of effective digital advocacy. The 
rules and strategies for establishing emailers are somewhat 
technical, so we developed this guide to simplify the setup 
process. Once completed, you will be well-equipped to mobilize 
your advocates with Phone2Action Email Broadcasting.
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CHECKLIST

Organization Details
 ☐ Sending Domain Name 
 ☐ Logo Upload
 ☐ Hex Colors

Data Migration
 ☐ Import Advocates (Optional)
 ☐ Previous Sending Metrics
 ☐ Disclaimer Sign Off

Warmup
 ☐ Draft Warmup Email

The above items are explained in more detail on the next page.

What’s Next?
When you have all of the above items ready, please fill out the emailer 
setup form here. 

Upon filling out the form, you will receive an email asking you to install 
CNAME records to your domain. More details about CNAME records are 
included on the next page. If you have questions about installing CNAME 
records (or anything else), we are happy to help! 

https://form.jotform.com/92374679116163&sa=D&ust=1567042478941000&usg=AFQjCNHXEdH5HqVgvWT0nMm79gJ4-3ajww
https://form.jotform.com/92374679116163&sa=D&ust=1567042478941000&usg=AFQjCNHXEdH5HqVgvWT0nMm79gJ4-3ajww
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CHECKLIST EXPLANATION
Sending Domain - Most organizations want their emails to be sent from 
their own web domain (info@your-domain.org). To set up your emailer, we 
need your sending domain. 

Logo & Hex Colors - Email Broadcasting supports custom template designs 
to help you quickly send emails with your preferred layout. We will create 3 
default templates with your organization’s branding to give you some ideas. 

Import Advocates/Previous Sending Metrics - Most organizations need 
to import their email list to their Phone2Action account. When importing, 
we will need documentation of your previous email sends to verify your list 
performance. This guide includes a detailed data migration guide to walk 
you through this process. 

Disclaimer Sign Off - You will need to sign off on the Phone2Action Emailer 
Use Policy before you can start sending. 

Warmup Email - You will need to draft and load a warmup email before 
you can begin sending to your whole list on Phone2Action. This guide 
includes a warmup guide to explain the process and give you some 
examples of great warmup emails. We will help you load this email into your 
Phone2Action account if you bring it to your training. 

CNAME Records - Installing CNAME records to your web domain gives 
Phone2Action’s Email Broadcasting tool permission to send emails from 
your organization’s domain name to your advocates. This is usually 
performed by your webmaster or IT administrator who has access to your 
domain name registrar/web hosting service. 
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DATA MIGRATION
Understanding what motivates your supporters and which stakeholders they can influence is crucial to 
successful advocacy. Robust advocate profiles, with detailed data, drive the most effective movements.  
As such, importing your advocate data is a key step to harnessing the power of Phone2Action. Below 
you will find best practices to help you identify and capture your most important data. 

Basic Advocate Data
Name and contact information serve as the 
foundation of every advocate record. At a 
minimum, each entry must have at least a phone 
number or email address. When uploading your 
list, we will also save several other standard fields, 
which are listed on the right. 

SMS/Email Subscription Status
In order to send text messages or emails to your 
advocates, you will also need to demonstrate that 
they have opted-in to receive messages. Please 
include each advocate’s email and SMS opt-in/
subscription status in your data export. There may 
be additional steps required to verify your list.  Your 
Customer Success Manager will walk you through 
any remaining validation steps. 

Customizing your Advocate Records
Many Phone2Action clients have data about 
their advocates that they’ve accumulated over 
time. If you are migrating from another platform 
or database, we can help you transfer as much 
advocate data as possible. Custom data will be 
saved as tags allowing you to create precise 
filters to segment and target your supporters. 
Listed to the right are some recommendations 
for advanced data that you could transfer. For 
example, you could transfer the number of actions 
an advocate has taken before, and that data 
would come into the Phone2Action platform as a 
searchable, segmentable tag, such as #5actions or 
#4donations. 
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It’s very important that you clearly communicate the fields you want to receive with your old vendor, 
especially when it comes to advanced data. They will pull your data for you once upon exiting a 
relationship, but afterward, it’s typically difficult to get. Make sure that during your Email Broadcasting 
onboarding with the Phone2Action team, you work through desired data and fields together to 
maximize the impact of the transfer. 

Importing your Email List
To verify that your list is compliant with our Emailer Use Policy, we require two pieces of information: 
the method of acquisition and previous sending metrics. Our emailer use policy requires that 
advocates explicitly opt-in to receive emails from your organization. Users often have questions about 
whether their list is compliant with our policy, so we have listed a few common list acquisition scenarios 
to help you decide if your list is in compliance:

Our customer success team will meet with you to determine if your unique scenario meets our policy. 
Don’t worry. If we determine that your list is not currently in compliance, we have ways to help you 
receive opt-in consent from your advocates so that you can contact them through email. If you have 
more questions, check out the full Emailer Use Policy. 

List Performance Verification 
The second piece of verification is a report of metrics from a previous email send. A screenshot of your 
previous sending metrics (sent, delivered, bounced, blocked, opened, clicked) will serve as evidence 
to verify your list. If you struggle with email delivery metrics, your supporters may be trying to tell you 
something. Our team can discuss options with you to help clean up your list and raise your reputation. 
If you don’t have access to previous email metrics, we have alternative ways to verify your email list 
performance. Talk to your Customer Success Manager to discuss these options.  

https://phone2action.com/emailer-use-policy/
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WARMUP

Warming up your Phone2Action sending IP is crucial to establishing a good sending reputation and 
high deliverability. To protect inboxes from abusive senders, internet service providers and email 
platforms track the sending behavior of every email sender. Your new Phone2Action IP has no 
reputation meaning that your initial email send is your chance to make a good first impression. Since 
effective advocacy depends on mobilizing your supporters at critical moments, a proper warmup will 
ensure that you can reach your advocates when it matters most.

What is an IP Address? 
An IP address is a unique string of numbers 
that identifies your email domain. Your IP is the 
primary way that internet service providers track 
your email sending behavior and assign you a 
reputation score. When you move to a new IP 
address it has no previous reputation and Internet 
service providers consider it ‘cold.’ By properly 
warming it up, you will establish a good sending 
reputation. 

How to Warmup your IP

You will warmup your Phone2Action IP by 
sending low volumes of emails and gradually 
raising the volume over time. We have already 
established the optimal email warmup schedule 
for Phone2Action users and we will manage the 
scheduling of your email sends. This process 
usually takes 6-14 days depending on the size of 
your list. 

A great warmup is all about making a good first 
impression. The first emails you send will set the 
stage for the rest of your warmup. Therefore, we 
highly recommend targeting your most active 
supporters (current or former employees, training 
cohorts, volunteers, donors, or high engagement 
email recipients) early in the warmup process. 
Your Customer Success Manager can help you 
with this process to put you on the best possible 
trajectory.

Writing your Warmup Email
To warmup your email list, you will need an email 
that you can send to your entire list. The topic 
of your warmup email is completely up to you, 
but we recommend something that is not time 
sensitive since it will go out to your advocates 
over the course of several days. We also 
recommend a topic that will drive engagement 
with your advocates. High click and open rates 
indicate that advocates want your message in 
their inbox - high engagement will establish a 
better reputation more quickly.
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WARMUP IDEAS

Sign up Campaign
Introduce your advocates to your new advocacy tools. Let them 
know how your new tools will help you achieve your goals. If you 
haven’t contacted them via SMS before, ask them to sign up! 

Petition
Circulate a petition to demonstrate the strength of your 
movement. You can use this to collect information from your 
advocates like phone number and home address to help you 
target and contact your advocates in more ways. 

Sign up campaign example

Petition example
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Take Action
If you have an issue that can be acted on over the course of your 
warmup like a regulatory review or a bill that will be considered 
when your legislators are back in session, ask your advocates to 
take action on a campaign.

Event Announcement
Get the word out about an 
event that you’re organizing 
like a webinar, conference, 
or protest. Include a RSVP 
link and a volunteer link to 
encourage your supporters to 
attend. 

Newsletter
Send out a newsletter to your supporters. Many organizations 
already publish a newsletter, so this is a quick and simple way to 
draft a warmup email. 

Take Action example

Event Announcement example

Newsletter example
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